Over the last four years, my research group has been involved in the construction of knowledge intensive systems with the goal of modeling sophisticated human-like flexible interpretation, diagnostic, and problem solving skills. The inputs to these systems contain descriptions of some reality and the sys tems task is to class ify (diagnose) the situation according to their prior knowledge about the structure and content of the task domains. The various computer programs that have bee n developed process input text which may contain (1) a noisy description of the current position of a ship at seas, and its sail plans for the near future (Hardt and Rosenberg 1986) , (2) an ambiguous description of events in the life of a psychiatric patient , (3) a description of a threat letter (Hardt 1986) , or (4) a counter intuitive problem in Naive Physics (Hardt 1984) . Uncertainty enters these interpretation processes in various fashions. First, the input to the program may be highly unreliable either due to noise at the input channel or due to excess ive irrelevant information. Second, the program may not be able to identify and disambiguate the input due to insufficient domain knowledge.
We have developed two computational schemes to deal with uncertainty during interpretation tasks. The first scheme, which is discussed at length elsewhere, (see Hardt and Rosenberg 1985 ,1986 ; is suitable for small knowledge domains and is implemented in the computer program ERIK that interprets ill-formed ship reports in real time. (ERIK is installed and running since Fall 1985 at the Coast Guard base in Govemers Island.) In this scheme, the program pursues a single hypothesis at a time but takes into account its confidence in this hypothesis. This confidence determines the willing ness of the program to change its interpretation in light of new inputs.
In the second scheme, which will be discussed here, the program computes diff erent interpreta tions of the sit1.tation, in parallel. Each one of the active interpretations can asse ss its confidence meas ures. The most obvious advantage of using this scheme is that it may provide a broader interpretation of the situation and helps reduce biases so that relevant new information is not missed .
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To implement and further investigate this method of confidence asses s ment, we have developed the DUNE (Diagnostic Understanding of Natural Events) system architecture that organizes the knowledge around process ing structures. The system was designed as a shell for expert-systems that aid diagnoses, �ment and problem solving tasks in ill-structured domains. Currently, DUNE contains sufficient knowledge to aid the psychiatric diagnosis of anxiety and affective disorders, to perform personality · a&'iessment and to solve simple problems in physics. For a more detailed discussion of the DU�'E archi tecture see The DUNE system is built out of independent process ing modules called demons. A demon may perform a variety· of operations on its data, and its actions are based on both its internal state and its environment. Also, it may use information about its environment, e.g. number of demons running, and their overall priorities. The various demon capabilities can be exploited in ways that allow the expert system to operate effectively in domains that are not entirely well defined. By being able to give esti mates of the likelihood of a demon triggering the system can give the user an updated asses sm ent of the situation based on inputs given so far. In addition, by calculating the most important condition yet to be resolved for the most confident demon in the system, the system questions the user for further infor mation needed to resolve the present situation. The following diagram shows the architecture of the system. criteria-A logical express ion of features that determines the demons confidence. death_thresh-A confidence value threshold that is used to remove the demon from process ing. reject_thresh -A confidence value threshold that is used to cause the demon to asse rt that it is not characterized by the features.
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accept_thresh -A confidence value threshold that is used to cause the demon to asse rt that it is characterized by the features.
code-The control structure of the demon's process ing (defaults to standard data demon control).
The demon's state characteristics are as follows: confidence --The numerical value which indicates the degree that the demon determines that it is characteristic of the given features.
recvd_features-A list of features the demon has encountered so far. prev_or_bonus-A value used to help implementation of incremental feature processing.
Two sample runs of DUNE in the domain of psychiatric diagnosis are presented below. In these examples DUNE contains six demons process ing the input concunently. Each of the demons represents a unique psychiatric disorder. The first example which is presented in great details, shows how the sys tem gradually centers its attention on a single diagnosis. At each step of the computation we display a table which contains among other things. the various demons (interpretations) and their con1i.dences. In this example, the table contains the following columns (all quantities are expressed in %): the demon name, present demon states, present demon confidence, previous demon confidence, demon threshold, demon 'satisfied' threshold, demon 'not-satisfied' threshold, demon last messa ge received numbers, demon 'raw' (uninhibited) reaction to the feature. For the sake of clarity, many details were omitted from this presentation. A fuller explanation of these concepts can be found in Hardt et al 1986. At any point during the diagnosis, the system does not store or manipulate an overal� certainty factor. Rather, the system's overall confidence is distributed and is determined dynamically by the indi vidual confidences of the demons.
Current research involves issues related to the organization of the demon data base, and to the various demon mutual inhibition and enhancement schemes. I I I I I
